
TricLed.com F3 / F3-T / F3-L Knight Rider LED with Fob remote

 

Thank you for your purchase, any questions please contact us at sales@TricLED.com

Contents of your package
1 Special length knight rider LED
1 Remote FOB
1 Alcohol
1 Primer 

Open front trunk, remove the 
top service cover by pulling up 
on the rubber grommet.  
Remove the (4) push pins on 
each corner of the trunk tub, 
pull up and remove the trunk.

Labeled customer 
accessory circuit

On the left side of the trunk lip there is a plastic holder with a hole.  Using a side 
cutter cut the top section to slot (cut straight line down to the hole opening).  You 
can slide the wire through the top as shown above.

Two ways you can connect the knight 
rider LED.  First option is direct to the 
battery and the other is through the ACC 
wire which will only be on when the bike 
is running.  For ACC wiring , look on the 
right of the battery box  and locate the 
factory harness labeled “customer 
accessory circuit”.  Peel back the 
protective covering and it will reveal 2 
loose open wire. Connect the knight rider 
LED here.

Disconnect the harness module 
from the Knight rider led by 
unscrewing the cap and pulling it 
apart as shown.

Clean the front lip section where the 
LED will be adhered to.  Apply 
multiple coats of 3M primer and let 
dry.  Use masking tape and hold the 
center section while the adhesive 
cures against the front hood.

See above blue illustration for 
masking tape placement.  Place 
tape across the knight rider led and 
tape it secure to the trunk inside and 
to the front bottom.  Allow it to stay 
for about 1 hr before pulling the tape 
off.
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Run the Knight rider LED through the outside 
of the hinge and insert into hole opening by 
the hinge.  Pull the wire out from the bottom 
side.

Once the wire is pulled out from the bottom side, put some Di-Electric 
grease on the inside connector.  Line up the pins and insert the module side 
into the knight rider LED wire.  Route the wire along the edge and zip tie it 
on the back wall where all the wiring harness is located.

Remote Function 

(A) button turns the Knight rider LED (off) 
(B) Button turns (ON) the LED, each consecutive 

push of (B) button scrolls through all the 
solid colors then the knight rider mode. 

(C) Not used 
(D) Changes the speed of the Knight rider LED.  

It will go from slow to fast and then cycles 
over again. 

The Remote function always remembers the last 
setting when you turn on/off the unit. 

Please keep remote in a safe and dry place.  
Keeping it in a small plastic bag  helps insure  
maximum durability.  Thank you.
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